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INFORMATION SSING CtPABIUZTIES IISED SLir-=EDERGARTEN CHILDREN
WWI SOLVING MAPLE INEIMESETIC = r PROBLEMS

M. Linevall and Joseph laniturino
UniNerstry of Pittsbureft

There issiginechderable support for the aanomption the persons who

sore success ins: salvia; vrsdaens that _sltimately reqndre a

lasthematicalsenerate sone type of dative

or model of litie vraidess as MI inemomedlate step bonmant_initial

comprehension of therpnulblau and die carryings= of the kcal

operations upeded to erabve $t the answer (Heller & moo._ 1979;

Larkin, 1977; NewetliELSbna_, 19021 Simon &Mann, 197 ._ It has

also been shown - - & lbarra,, 87133 ittrik- when -.-pma=3, grade

children =masked rasselse staple arithmetls sosmir laniiiimms4 the

successful probl =Amen; are capable of dewlap ing a.phymatmul_ndel

as an aid tcc.solution. :Mhis wonhd sweets to-sugOOnt that acqzcin=togrhis

ability to develop --asproprgat aocrets forotory proMenssmayike an

important step in it "s acquisition of anclematt.cal competency.

Of course, many ArEndemursas satldrert disp3sir This desired modeIiimg

ability when they see fame arrb staple quaort2cative -problems. They

use their fingers., or sailAr assts table eLmermilw to represent the sets

of objects involved and_carry out aerie operattens, such as jonaing

sets or removing a subset, to derlananswers. They display a time of

understanding which can proulee cousentisd_basis for the contiuning

study of arithmetic and akhdnsloomid be an important goal of early

instruction in this subje=- 'graters ofithe study reported in this

paper is on the componmatn of this type of understanding.

Specifically, it is concerned intik the types of knowledge that
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students nest have and must apply if they are to be able to solve

-various forms of story problems through a procedure of building a

athysical model of the story and using this model to arrive et the

'solution.

Rationale

A number of persons have analyzed the process that successful

problem solvers employ in solving arithmetic word problems by

outlining informal:Ion processing models (Heller & Czeeno, 1979;

Riley, 1981). Weller (1980) has shown that the procedures used by

primary grade children in solving simple "change" and "combine" type

stories might be modelled by a computer program and has used thi's

Analysis to explain why certain types of stories are more difficult.

Reasons for differences in problem difficulty have also been

investigated by other researchers (Carpenter & Moser, 1979; Nesher,

1979).

In an investigation having a focus somewhat similar to the

present study, Riley (1981) (See also Riley, Greeno, & Heller, in

preparation) presented empirical data to support the hypothesis that

primary grade children function at one of three levels with respect to

their capability for processing the information presented in simple

one-step story problems. The first level includes those children who

can build sets of blocks to provide a representation of the sets

described in a story and can operate on these externally available

sets. However, children at this level cannot solve stories that

require that they hold and manipulate information internally. They
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appear to lack certain essential knowledge concerning take

relationships that must exist among the Bets involved in a set union

or a subset removal operation. Under the alley (1981) hypothesis:,

children at the sew level have a limited capaciity-for intern eL

representation and processing and, hence, can solve smmewhat moue

complex stories than _level oes Children:. The third level includes

those children who have relatively compEete knowledge concernime

essential relationships and can carry-ma:internal processing that

enables them to solve one -step story problems no matter at which point

in the story sequence the unknown term is presented. Riley (1981) has

developed a model" which, for each of these levels, explains how

attempted problem solution is carried out. Each model, in turn, is

associated with the types of problems that it can solve successfully.

An earlier study by one of the writers (Lindvall & Ibarra, 1980)

used a clinical interview procedure to describe what kindergarten

children did when they processed the information provided in simple

story problems and used counting cubes to develop physical

representations of the stories and to arrive at solutions. That study

repredented an initial step in identifying the types of essential

information that the successful problem solver had to abstract from

the story in order to model it and solve it. The present study

represents an effort .tccconduct a more formal and camplate analysis of

what children do in _comprehending a story and in using a phyliltal

model to arrive at a solution. It also offers an explanation of why

children have difficulty with certain types of stories. The paper

first presents a flow chart that represents a type of information

5
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procemning rain 4nsdkiiina snick & Ford,A976) of hoarbildm-en. may

procanwtheted in the story:in such a Amor as to

enable ties` um= Anundsk arincdcl of the story-.and toziantinihnem this

model=ma-oisimp. This flow chart serves as an add is the

fatitiMilmizEomsdE12beinpikirfic:decisions min actions that mee inuolvmd

thlEMINC01.2011=1,311=06. The chart Aim helps identify ittfe_

types ad knolienge tilt time student musf have in or lzo ga,e,

different: types of scuiess-

Method

Subjeczs

Tossualyzardeetpecanumanceof pupils on the types of tam that

were the,_focus coEthisytady a total of 66 kindergarten students were

given hndividnal interniew tests. This sample represented all

kindemsccen nsmpas_ Ix three classes in two differentanchools, a

uriveenicy-aEPHNInftuLlndmate school in a large.. urban setting and .a

sUbuchnirtschimmi serving amiddle-class neighborhood.

Types-71--23Eory-Eroblesos Used

1phip==fornerofmne-step addition and subtraction story problems

were the focus of this study. Using the categorizatlar-scheme

outlined : er (MO), these can be described as two forms the

"combine mpe cf istory and six forms of the "change" typic. The

storiesmosed _are shown in Table 1, where an open sent --e is

associated meth each types in order to show the point in rim story

sequencembere the unknown value is introduced.

6



Insert 11111rm 1 about here

In testing stiodents on ammo problems, the tester, using an

individual _int testin&-Awnwrimre, read the story line-by-line,

pausing afigkomcitne to peradi=-1111arstudent to-respond. The student

was told tia 'these bloeksgrwisicow what this story says as I read

each linear: _--as:77The student-oars effected to respond by doing such

things -sisEibmilding sets of thm_mappropriate size, joining seta,

removingssaboor taking otheralertons appropriate for representing

what thelescoryrdiescribed and for assaining an answer to the problem.

The InfamillitrocessingAnal-3.15-

AsamemmedArbove, a first digntein the present study involved an

effort.zzasdemelop a detailed aniarsis of what kindergarten children do

when thimewmtsmccessful in naming out problem solving tasks of the

specific -type used in this study. This analysis involved an

information processing task analysis of the type described by Resnick

and Ford (1976) and was based on the writers' earlier experiences in

observing kindergarten children carrying out the type of problem

solving activities that were of concern (Lindvall & Ibarra, 1980).

The information processing analysis took the form of a flow chart

which shows the questions a child might raise in proce-7.sing the

information given in each line of the story and the action that would

need to be taken on the basis of how each question is answered. The

flow chart, shown in Figure 1, represents our hypotheses (derived from

7



. Table 1

Story Problems Used in the Study, Categorized by Story-7ffle

1. Combine:

Joe has 3 marbles.
Tom has 5 marbles.
How many marbles do they !rove
altogether?

2. Combine:

Carol has 4 flowers.
Sue has some flowers.
Together Carol and Sue have 9 flGwers.
How many flowers does Sue have? -

3. Change:

John had 3 pencils.
He found 4 more pencils..
How many pencils did John have then?

4. Change:

Jill had .6 pennies.
S!° found some more pennies.
.en Jill had 8 pennies.

How many pennies did Jill find?

5. Change:

Jack had some baseballs.
He found 2 more baseballs.
Then he had 5 baseballs.
How many baseballs did Jack have
to begin with?

6. Change:

Mary had 9 dolls.
She lost 3 dolls.
How many dolls did Mary have then?

7. Change:

Bill had f toys.
He lost some toys.
Then he had 2 toys.
How many toys did Bill lose?

8. Change:

Jane had some buttons.
She lost 2 buttons.
Then she had 7 buttons.
How many buttons did Jane have to

begin with?

a + b = 0

Mark has 6 apples.-
Bob has 3 apples.
How many apples:dor:they have altogietner?

a 4 Ei= c

Jenny has 3 books-
Amy-has some books.
.Together Jenny andamy have 7 books.
How many books doesAmy have?

+ b = 0

Rich had 2 cookies.
He found 3 moreatookies.
How many cookiescdid Rich have then?

a + 0= c

Elaine had 4 pieces of candy.
She found some acre feces of candy.
Then Elaine had 7 pieces of candy.
How many pieces_of candy did Elaine
find?

0+ b = c

Jim had some marbles.
He found 4 more marbles.
Then he had 6 marbles.
How many marbles did Jim have to

begin with?

c - b = 0

Linda had 8 flowers.
She lost 5 flowers.
How many flowers did Linda have then?

c - 0= a

Gary had 5 baseball cards.
He lost some baseball cards.
Then he had 3 baseball cards.
How many baseball cards did Gary lose?

0- b = a

Maria had some pencils.
She lost 5 pencils.
Then she had 3 pencils.
How many pencils did Maria have to

begin with?
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rather extensive obsennes, of a large sample of children) as to how

successful problem sablimmommrocess the information, how they decide

what to do, how theyails-cial-gasish among different types of stories, and

how they manipulate dm xxamming cubes to arrive at the correct

answer. For purposes of -research, this analysis served to: (1)

clarify the specific actions that a pupil must take to represent and

solve each story; (2), suggest the type of knowledge that the pupil

must have in order tar mdkve each problem type; and (3) indicate why

certain types of problems are more difficult than others.

Insert Figure 1 about here

As the flow chart shows, when the child hears a story sentence,

be or she must first decide whether this means that a nel: set must be

built or whether some operation must be carried out with sets

previously built. Mien a set is built, it must be given it3 own

location to keep it separate from other sets or from the common

store) and its ova identity (e.g., "Tom's pieces of candy"). Of

course, the set must also be of the correct size. It will be noted

that our analysis assumes that whenever a set of unknown size is

described (e.g., "John had some apples."), the child builds a set of

some arbitrary size. This is done because in our experience, using

the instructions that we employed (i.e., "Use these clocks to show

what each line means.") and reading the.story on a line-by-line basis,

essentially all our students did build this type of arbitrary set.

When a story line does Not indicate that a new set should be



Inextlisten to

(or read)
I need

to build a
new set?

Do
I need

to get some
more?

Do
I need

to take some
away?

l o w c h a r t could

expanded for other
story types.

Do
I have

both sets
of known

size?

increase ar-
bitrary set
by amount
of increase

(Loc. &
Ident)

Do
I know

the starting
amount?

Do
I know

amount of
decrease

Do
I know
size of
set?

Do
I know

amount of
increase?

Build set
of this size

went.)
flue

Increase by
arbitrary
amount
(Lac. &
Went)

$
Read next
sentence

Do
I know

amount of
decrease?

Decrease
initial set

No by arbitrary
amount
(Loc &
Went,

Decrease
arbitrary in-
itial set by

this amount
(Loc &
(dent)

Read next
sentence

Do
I know

the sum?

Do
I know the
remainder?

as

last
sentence
a ques-
tion?

Was
last

sentence
a gaffe
Mon?

Does question--ask: Does guard ask:

Adjust3
remainder set

to correct
size. floc.
& (dent)

many in
unknown
subset?

is
amount of

increase

7

What
amoun

before in-

was a-
ount bet
decrease

7

Yes

Locate union
set. Count
and report.

Locate ad-
justed alb.
set Count
and report

Locate final
set Count

and report.

Locate adjust
ed increase
set. Count
and report.

Locate
justed start-

ing set. Count
and report.

1 Each set generation or modification step should include attention to the location and identity (Loc. & Ident) of the set.
2 In this type of story the problem operation producus the correct answer set number.

3 In this type of story an adjustment, based on relationships associated with this operation, must be made to produce correct answer set number.

10

Locate re-
mainder set.
Count and

report.

Locate adjust
ad decrease
set. Count
and report.

Figure 1. Information Processing Task Analysis for Children's Modeling of Combine and Change Stories.

Join remainder
and increase
sets. Count
and

11
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built, the pupil must decide if some specific action should be carried

out. With the eight story forms used in this study, it was decided

that one of three major operations might be described in a story: (1)

putting two sets together (combine); (2) increasing the size of an

existing set (change increase); or (3) decreasing the size of an

existing set (change decrease). When the described operation for the

given story is identified, the student will proceed to carry it out.

If the sets involved in the described operation are of known size

(i.e., if the story gives the size of the two sets in a "combine"

problem or if it gives the size of the initial set and either the

amount of increase or decrease in a "change- problem), carrying out

the operation described in the story will produce the answer to the

patle. With such stories the student only needs to know how to

operation in order to obtain the correct answer.

However, one of the sets involved in tbe operation is the unknown

set (a set of "arbitrary size" in the student's model of the story),

carrying out the operation will not automatically produce the answer.

Here an adjustment must be made in the size of the arbitrary set in

order to maintain the relationships that are a part of the given set

operation (e.g., In a story giving the size of one subset and the

union set, the size of the unknown, or arbitrary-size, set must be

adjusted so that the sum of the two subsets equals the nqmber in the

given union set.) To solve such stories, a student must not only know

how to carry out a described operation but must also know what

relationships must be maintained among the sets involved in the

operation. Only if the student knows and applies such knowledge will

12
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he or she arrive at the correct number in the answer set.

Of course, the final bit Of information processing that the

successful problem solver must carry out is to respond to the story

question by identifying the specific set that represents the answer.

(It will be noted that at certain decision points the flow chart makes

provision for only a "yes" response. A "no" response at such points

would mean that the story had two unknown terms and, hence, would have

no unique solution. Such "no" responses were deleted from the chart

merely to reduce overcrowding in the chart format.)

Procedure

On the basis of the foregoing analysis, five basic components of

the types of stories used here were identified as being those aspects

of the story and its solution that the student must identify and

represent correctly if the problem is to be solved. Each of these

aspects was then used as a criterion task which a student was judged

as passing or failing as he or she built a representation of the story

and carried out -ae steps necessary to solve it. These five aspects

of story solution are the following.

1. The initial identity of each given set. The pupil must

establish the identity of sets such as "Tom's marbles," "the apples

that Sue and Joe have together," "the pieces of candy that Mary had in

the beginning," etc. Such sets will be represented by a set of

blocks, or fingers, or -Aber countable elements, but this

representation mist be identified with the specific set described in

the story.

13
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2. The initial number in the set. The number must be

represented correctly.

3. The problem operation. The action or relationship described

in the story must be translated into an operation on the sets built to

model the story.

4. The answer set identity. The problem question must be

translated so that it refers to a specific set involved in the

"problem operation."

5. The answer set number. Obviously, if the problem is to be

solved correctly, the number in the answer set must be correct. This

means that operations and any adjustments necessary to meet problem

conditions must be carried out correctly. Specifically, in those

stories where the child has initially represented a set of unknown

size by building a set of arbitrary size the child must adjust the

size of that set so that it is compatible with the relationships

associated with the given eet operation.

The individual interview testing procedure used in this study

permitted the performance of each child to be judged as correct or

incorrect with respect to representing each of these five components

as the child used sets of counting cubes to model each of the

different types of story problems.

Hypotheses and Methods of Analysis

Sincean initial analysis of the data for this study supported

the findings of the earlier research (Lindvall & Ibarra, 1980) that

kindergarten children have minimum difficulty in the _physical

14
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representation of the initial identity and correct number in the sets

described in a story, the present study focused on what students did

in: (1) carrying out the operation; (2) identifying the answer set;

and (3) making any necessary adjustments to obtain the correct answer

set number.

Basically, this study involved an investigation of the hypothesis

that children need two types of knowledge concerning the set

operations if they are to be able to solve various types of simple

one-step addition and subtraction story problems. These two types of

knowledge are:

1. Knowing the operation as a procedure to be carried out in

order to produce an answer.

2. Knowing the various specific relationships that must exist

among the quantities involved'when an operation is carried out.

The extent to which children differ in their possession of one or

both of these types of knowledge was investigated in this study by

noting differendes in patterns of pupil performance (1) on different

types of problems, and (2) on different components of the same type of

problem:

As discussed previously, our information processing_ ask analysis

indicated that certain types of stories can be solved solely by

applying knowledge of an operation as a procedure to be carried out.

On the assumption that this type of knowledge is simpler and acquired

more readily than knowledge of relationships, this study hypothesized

that problems requiring only this simpler knowledge will be:solved by

a greater proportion of students than will stories requiring a

15
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knowledge of relationships. This hypothesis can be stated more

specifically as follows:

Hypothesis 1. With stories in-which the correct answer set is

produced by applying the procedure described in the story to sets of

known size (e.g., joining two known sets or removing a known subset

from a known superset) the proportion of students getting the "answer

set number" correct will be greater than it will be with stories where

the story procedure must be applied.to a set of unknown size and then

adjustments must be made to get the=orrect answer set number.

As indicated previously, our method of data collection, among

other things, provided information on whether or not the student: (1)

carried out the story operation correctly (i.e., joining sets,

removing a subset, increasing the size of a given set, decreasing the

size of a given set); and (2) identified the correct set as

representing the desired answer. With these additional types of

information it was possible to shed some light on the basic hypothesis

of this study by investigating the following four additional

hypotheses:

Hypothesis 2. With stories in which the correct answer set is

produced by applying the procedure described.in the story to sets=of

known size, the proportion correct in carrying out the "problem

operation" will be approximately equal to the proportion getting the

-answer set number" correct.

Hypothesis 3. With stories in:which:the correct answer set is

mot directly produced by applying the procedure described _in the story

To sets of known size, the proportion correct in carrying...out the
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"problem operation" will _ha much larger-than the proportion getting

the "answer set number" correct.

Hypothesis 4. With stories in which the correct answer set is

produced by applyiuz tte procedure described in the story to sets of

known size, the proportion correct in establishing "answer set

identity" will be approximately equal to the proportion getting the

"answer set number" correct.

Hypothesis 5. With stories in which the correct answer set is

not directly produced by applying the procedure described in the story

to sets of known size, the proportion correct in establishing "answer

set identity" will be much larger than the proportion getting the

"answer set number" correct.

To investigate the hypotheses of this study the performance data

of children were summarized in terms of proportion of children passing

each of the five component steps in story representation and solution

for each of eight different types of addition and subtraction stories.

A comparison of the appropriate proportions was then made to

investigate each of the five hypotheses.

Results

ibe major results2rom the study aresummarizeclan Table 2 where

the proportion of students perforsdngcorrectly or each of the five

components involved in abstracting thel meaning of the story and

solving it for each of the eightlmobientypes is shown. It can be

seen that these students bad little difficulty in establishing the

initial identity of the sets in the storymand in representing-set size
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correctly. Other results can be examined in terms of the five

hypotheses posed for the. -study.

Insert Table 2 about here

1. Differences associated with two categories of problems,

categorized on basis of type of knowledge needed to solve story. The

data in Table 2 show that the proportions of students (.83, .89, .91)

arriving at the corrct "answer set number" for problems 1, 3, and 6

were definitely higher than the proportions for the other stories

(.18, .08, .32, .64, and .12). These data support the hypothesis that

more children can solve stories where a direct application of the

described set operation produces the answer than can solve stories

where this is not the case. That is, more students have a knowledge

of these set operations as procedures to be carried out than have a

knowledge of them in terms of the relationships that must exist among

the quantities involved.

2. Relationship between correct performance in carrying out the

operation and arriving at the correct answer for problems where

carrying out the operation produces the answer. The data in Table 2

show that with stories 1, 3, and 6 (those in which carrying out the

described operation produces the answer), the proportions of students

correct on "problem operation" (.83, .91, .94) are essentially equal

to the paired proportions correct on "ac.swer set number" (.83, .89,

91, respectively). These results merely say that, with this type of

problem, if you can carry out the operation described in the acory,



Table 2

Proportion of Pupils Displaying Correct Performance on Each of Five
Major Components in Story Representation and Solution

for the Eight Story Problems

Essential Components of Problem
to be Abstracted from Story

Problem Type

I. Combine
( a + b = 0 )

2. Combine
( a + = c )

3. Change
( a + b = D )

4. Change
( a + = c )

5. Change

( El + b = c )

6. Change
( c - a = )

7. Change
( c - = b )

8. Change

(Q - a = b )

Components of Answer
to be Gained
from Model

Initial
Identity
of Set

Initial
Number
in Set

Problem
Operation

Answer
Set

Identity

Answer
Set

Number

.85 .83- . .83 .82 .83

1.00 1.00 .52 .44 .18

.95 .95 .91 .91 :89

1.00 1.00 .41 .12 .08

1.00 1.00 .62 .52 .32

1.00 1.00 .94 .92 .91

1.00 1.00 .76 .89 .64

.98 .98 .50 .50 .12
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you causative at the correct answer.

3. Relationship between correct performance in carrying ou-

operation and arriving at the correct answer for prcblem

carrying out the- operation -will not produce the answer direct1' In

examining the same type of data as in 2, above, but looking at stories

2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 (those in which carrying out the described operation

will not produce the answer directly) it can be seen that the

proportions of :students correct on "problem operation" (.52, 41, 62,

. 76, and .50, respectively) are uniformly much larger than the paired

proportions correct on "answer set number" (.18, .08, .32, .64, and

lillisectdaely). That is, with these types of problems, being able

to cattlyznzt=the-operation. described does not necessarily mean that

you will be able to solve the problem. It may be noted,imere, that

probleartype 7 produced proportions (.76 and .64) that are somewhat

out of line with those produced by the other problem:types. The

explanation. far-this would appear to be that this type of gory can be

solved_ by aAminor amt in carrying out the procedure. It does

not require am full sn understanding of relationships as Problems

1, 4, 5, amd_8. lliticaltories of the type represented by 7,

the.childiadadw: themodwaminttial set and removes an arbitrary size

set in response tozzthenplarase "...lost some." This step produces two

subsets, he<-number lost, the other representing the

number left. Ahem the_ ...MCI next hears that the personLAn:the story

lum1-21eft' (for-example) all that is necessary is that enough

block& be move&-T:rosroneset to the other so that there are exactly 2

liz.the-set representing the :number left. Although this adjustment can

20
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be considered as being made on the basis of an understanding of

essential relationships established in the subset removal operation, a

student might also think of it as merely correcting a temporary

mistake in carrying out the procedure.

4. Relationship between establishing the correct answer set

identity ancligetting the answer set number correct for problems where

carrying out the operation produces the answer. Tbe data in Table 1

show that with Stories 1, 3, and 6 the proportions establishing the

correct answer set identity (.82, .91, .92, respectively) are

essentially equal to the proportion correct on the answer set number

(.83, 89, 91, respectively) This, again, indicates that wit.: these

types of stories, since the story operation produces the correct

answer, if the student is abEe to identify the correct set as

representing the answer, the nailer in that set Will be the answer.

5. Relationship beteen emit:al:dishing the correct answer set

identity' andrgerting the_ansmer sermumber correct for problems where

carrying out the operation willnor7produce the.answer directly. The

data_for Stories 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 in Table 1 show that the proportion

of .students establishing the answer set identity correctly is mach

larger than the proportion getting the answer set number correct.

This suggests that identifying the correct answer set is not

sufficient for answering these stories correctly. If adjustments are

not. ade toestablish the correct quantitative relationships among the

sets, the answer set number will be incorrect.

21
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Discussion

The results of this study provide a 4-riomal support tar the

finding of previous studies (Buckingham & lincIatchy, 1930; Ibarra &

Lindvall, 1979) that kindergarten children can solve certain types of

addition and subtraction story problems before they have any formal

introduction to arithmetic and=-can give evidence of a real

understanding of the solution process. That is, these children are

able to develop physical models of stories that are of a type which

should provide a meaningful basis tar the later application of simple

mathematical models to the solutionnof such stories. If, as has been

indicated by the work of several researchers (Larkin, 1977; Lindvall

& Ibarra, 1979; Simon & Simon, 1978), the development of such models

is a procedure typically employed by effective- problem solvemsAm:all

age levels, then this ability demonstrated by kindergarten pupils

should be further developed, on_a continuing basis, as chlIdrenImove

up through the elementary grade lemels. Thisa turn, suggests the

need for research on how children- can 'best be taught to,develop,

effective qualitative models for themmeny typewcaEproblems they- will

encounter as they progress in theirnstady of=mmtbematics.

Of course, the present studyalleorindicates the need tor being

aware of the limits to what Childreir:can fully comprehend at:any given

point in their careers and of the exact nature of such limits. The

majority of the students displayed a definite limitatton in their

knowledge of the relevant set operations. That is, the lack of

understanding of the necessary relationships associatedwith a set

operation prevented them from achieving a successful modelling and
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solving of certain types of stories. The data obtained in this study

may be interpreted as indicating that the relative difficulty of

one-step addition and substraction story problems can be explained

largely on the basis of their falling into one of two categories: (1)

stories in which the solution is produced merely by carrying out the

operation described in the story, or (2) stories in which obtaining

the correct solution requires that certain adjustments must be made

after the operation described in the story has been carried out. This

categorization differs slightly from that proposed by Riley (1981) who

presents results supporting the need for three categories, or

"models," related to problem difficulty and to level of ability at

which a child is capable of functioning. A careful examination of the

procedures used in the two studies may help to explain the differences

in the results observed and in consequent difference in number of

explanatory categories needed. As stated earlier, in our story when

students heard a line in a story referring to a set with "some," they

proceeded to build a set of arbitrary size whereas in the Riley study

the students did nothing. This means that the children in our study

had something in "external" representation that provided the identity

of the unknown set. This meant that whether the "some" set was

mentioned first or second'in the story, the student was.faced with the

same task. At that point, he or she had-to make an adjustment in the

set of arbitrary size in order to satisfy the necessary relationships

between it and the other two known sets. One way of interpreting this

is to suggest that the procedure used by the students in the present

study had the effect of consolidating the second and third levels
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described by Riley. With the exception of this slight qualification,

it can be said that the results of our study provide substantial

support for the findings and conclusions of the Riley study.

It should be added here that we do not interpret our results as

implying that if children are to be taught to use blocks or other

manipulatives to model a story that they should be encouraged to use a

set of arbitrary size to represent a set that has "some." Our

observations of children indicate that it is very easy for children to

fotget that a set they have built is of arbitrary size and proceed to

use it as being a set of that particular size. As a teaching strategy

it would appear to be more effective to teach pupils to use something

like a blank sheet of paper (or an empty loop of string, etc.) as a

"place-holder" for an unknown set. That is, an arbitrary size set (or

any other place-holder) has value only in reminding the student that

"here is a set that is an essential element in analyzing and solving

the story, and its size has yet to be determined."

Some Implications for Instruction

One way of describing the performance of the kindergarten

children observed in this study is to suggest that they have command

of a rather specific strategy for solving story problems of the type

used. here. This strategy can be summarized in terms of three steps:

(1) represent the sets described in the story by using available

countable elements (e.g., blocks, fingers), (2) carry out the actions

described in the story, and (3) obtain the answer by counting the

number in the answer set. This is the only capability available for
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the average student. However, the abli student also has available a

knowledge of the relationships associated with. a given set operation

(e.g., knowing that the size of an unknown subset can be found by

removing a set of size equal to the known subset from the known union

set) and can apply this knowledge to solve tome of the more complex

stories.

This view of the results of the present study emphasizes the need

for problem solvers to possess specific types of knowledge if they are

to be able to solve specific story forms. One type of knowledge is

knowledge of procedures or strategies, the other is conceptual

knowledge or knowledge of relationships. An essential part of the

teaching task then is the identification of the knowledge necessary

for modelling and solving each given story type and then the actual

teaching of this knowledge and of its application.

To the extent that the results obtained in the present study cam

be considered as somewhat descriptive of the types of knowledge and

understanding that children possess at the time that they are being

formally introduced to the operations of addition and subtraCtion and

to the writing of number sentences, they have certain implications

concerning readiness for this instruction. Specifically, they suggest

that essentially all studenta'are ready to comprehend addition and

subtraction sentences as models of operations. However, most children

are probably not ready to comprehend "open sentences," that is, to

interpret a number sentence as an equation. If students are to be

ready to comprehend the latter, they probably need to. take part in

learning activities that will help them to understand the

25
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relationships associated with set union and subset removal operations.

Finally, it should be emphasized that our use of kindergarten

children in investigating what is involved in solving the various

specific story types included in our study should not be taken as

implying that we feel that kindergarten children should be taught to

solve all such storiez. The purpose of this study was to describe the

present capabilities of kindergarten children in order to clarify the

types of arithmetic concepts that they are ready to comprehend and

also to identify those component capabilities that students, of any

age, must possess before they are ready to study somewhat more

advanced concepts. The question of tan such component capabilities

can be taught most effectively and efficiently is quite a separate

consideration.

26
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